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In 2001, Alfredo Häberli designed the Essence glass 
range for Iittala with the simple idea to create a series 
that had as few glasses as possible while still being 
able to serve a full range of wines. In 2021, 20 years 
since its launch, Essence is one of Iittala’s best-loved 
collections with its balanced and modern design. 

Now the Essence line grows with serving items 
in dark grey glass and white ceramic, complementing 
the existing collection. The Essence serving collection 
consists of a reduced range of dishes that are 
designed to serve more than one purpose and be 
freely interpreted by the user. The items’ expressive 
design creates a distinctive and elegant mood. The 
items cover all the needs around the table from daily 
use to festive and even formal occasions.
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“The new Essence line is a modern interpretation 
of a tableware, which finds its place in everyday life 

as well as in a festive atmosphere”















“The idea for the glass range was to create a balance 
between tradition and modernity, between celebration 
and daily use, a balance with one and different uses. 

In a way, I tried to find the essence in-between”













Red wine
45 cl - clear

Sweet wine
15 cl - clear

Essence collection

White wine
33 cl - clear

Champagne glass
21 cl - clear

Pitcher
1 L - clear

Pitcher
1 L - amethyst

Plate deep 
20,5cm - white

Plate 
27 cm - white

Plate oval
27,5 cm - white

* The glass items have a beam pattern decoration in the 
base, that brings character to the otherwise clean lines 
of the collection.

Jar with lid 
0,26 L - white 

Bowl* 
0,37 L - dark grey 

Bowl* 
0,69 L - dark grey

Plate* 
21 cm - dark grey

Tumbler
35 cl - clear

Tumbler
35 cl - moss green

Tumbler
35 cl - dark grey

Beer glass
48 cl - clear

Cocktail glass
31 cl - clear

Universal glass
55 cl - clear

Pitcher
1 L - dark grey
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Alfredo Häberli (*1964) is a leading Swiss-
Argentinean product designer, internationally 
known and based in Zurich, Switzerland. 
Known for designs that are reduced and 
sometimes inventive, his work is consistent 
and versatile, avoiding trends and exuding a 
solid and enduring quality that intertwines 
with material, technology and time itself. 
Alfredo Häberli has been praised continuously 
for his unique ability to embrace reality while 
employing soul and humor, as well as for his 
constant strive for originality and innovation. 

Alfredo Häberli has designed a range of 
home products for Iittala with his Essence, 
Origo and Senta series. Iittala and Häberli 
share the aspiration to create essential 
objects that are made to enrich people’s 
everyday lives. Throughout his celebrated 
career Alfredo Häberli has worked with 
renowned brands and his work and designs 
have been shown in numerous exhibitions 
throughout Europe, receiving many awards. In 
2014, Alfredo Häberli received the prestigious 
Swiss Grand Prix of Design from the Swiss 
Federal Office of Culture.
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Explore the collection in stores
and at iittala.com
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